
coverage to SH-385 south of Marathon and the north entrance
to BBNP.

Bob, KA1AAJ and Bill. WSNPR gave a very
enlightening presentation of Volt/Ohm Meters. From the.5 and
10 dollar simple meters to the multi thousand dollar
meter/analyzers. But most importantly, the safety precautions
to be used when using meters in high voltage and high cwrent
environments. Know your meter, know your circuit, know the
possible potentials, wear your safety gear, follow standard
safety procedures, and RTFM and follow the factory's safety
guidelines. Once you have done that, double check everything,
then review the double check a second time. Be sure an

assistant is standing by close enough to know when to dial
9-1-1, be sure they know the number, and be sure they are a
safe distance away.

Don't know when or how it started. Don't know

exactly when or if it really ended. The last time the "BOAT
ANCHOR" was passed, to the best of my memory, was
somewhere between 1999 and 2002. But there was a time

when BBARC and the San Angelo ARC used to compete in
the annual Field Day EXERCISE.

In November 2008 we included selections from the

June 1987 BARK in a History Supplement. In that article we
read that the two clubs bad challenged each other in the
EXERCISE, for the lower scoring club to purchase the other a
keg of807s. It seems that San Angelo won in 198,S,BBARC
won in 1986 and to that point no one had presented anyone
with the requisite prize. 1987 was to be the tie breaker and the
payoff. Don't know what happened that year, or in ]988.

From the photo above, I think I know what happened
in 1989. With the honesty and integrity he is so well known
for, dreams crushed and many 807s surely missed, Bob Ward,
WA5ROE admits defeat with honor.

Again, I don't know when it started. but by the time I
joined the club in 1998, the exchange between the higher

scoring and the lower scoring clubs in the Field Day
EXERCISE, was the passing of a "BOAT ANCHOR" of
around 40 or 50 pounds and I believe it had a brand name of
'Collins' attached to it In this exchange the lower scoring club
won the right of possession of the Boat Anchor Award.

I only saw it one time. I had to dig it out ofN500's
garage (it might have been WA,SROE'sbut I think it was
Dave's,) and then take it to the Rock House outside ofUUitas
for it to be present it to the SAARC, as I said, somewhere
between 1998 and 2002.

In any organization the population changes over time.
New people move in, established people move away, sadly
some people expire. The effect of these changes sometimes
changes the collective interests of the organization.
It seems that these causes in both of our clubs have led to a

point that this annual wager over the Field Day EXERCISE
has fallen by the wayside. And that is fine. Not all traditions
are intended or expected to last forever. And this one probably
wasn't intended to be a tradition in the first place.

It was a warm, fiiendly exchange of a common
experience that aU participants enjoyed, and probably enjoyed
a little more with the enticement of a small, humorous award
to be exchanged between the two clubs.

Two more news letters will be published between
now and next Field Day, and I promise to be back on an
earlier schedule for those two moths.

So who can ten us more about our past Field Day
competitions? WASROE Bob Ward, K5FD James Cook
(grantor of our Field Day call sign,) N500 Dave Cockrum,
KE5OG, Bill Brooks. You and maybe a few others should
know the history of the Boat Anchor Award. There may be
SAARC members who see this news letter that may know of
this history.

I want to hear &om anyone who knows the history of
the BBARC v SAARC challenges and put it into the news
letter before Field Day this year. Write it up and send it to me
by mail, or submit it bye-mail.

Bm Baker, W5ATO
1200 W. Jeremy St.
Alpine, TX. 79830
w5ato.biU@verizon.net
w5ato@arr1.net

By the way, did I mention that Field Day is an EXERCISE
and not a contest?

Field Day is an annual NET designed to test the
operational condition of your equipment, and to determine
how many places have active and functioning amateur radio
operators. This is very important information to know in our
post 9/1 ], 200 I era. Start checking your equipment now and
be sure you are ready for Field Day 2009 on June 27-28.

Go to http://www.arrl.org for more details.
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